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Abstract
For more than 160 years advances in vertical transportation and elevator technology have
been key enablers of the increasingly high-rise buildings that define the cities where people live and
work. Continuous improvements in elevator safety, robustness, quality, space efficiency and
performance have allowed buildings and cities to grow mega-tall. Technology has also brought a
steady depersonalization of the passenger experience, as elevator operators have been replaced by
technology and automatic control. Improvements in traffic-flow algorithms have been prioritized over
a human-centered informative design approach.
The industrial Internet-of-Things (IoT), advances in connectivity, ubiquitous smartphones and
other new digital technologies offer enormous opportunities for interpersonal communication and
improvements at a time when how passengers move vertically through cities may be more important
than how they move horizontally. The complex demands of urban living make it increasingly
imperative to apply a sophisticated approach to the behavioral aspects of the passenger experience.
There is a need to balance the design and construction of buildings and vertical transportation
systems with improvements for people that fundamentally change behavior to lower anxiety, increase
convenience and improve efficiency. The goal should be to provide a natural interaction with the
building ecosystem for a safe, secured, efficient, convenient and personalized experience, balancing
advances in elevator and building performance with enhancing passenger experience and providing a
delightful ride every time.
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Introduction
Elevators form the backbone of our cities. Advances in elevator technology have enabled the
transformation of urban life to exist at higher and higher rises from the ground. The history of
elevators, drivers of technologies and the effect on the people who ride elevators are explored.
Specific considerations for mega-tall buildings are commented on, including building traffic, lobbies
and layout, and evacuation and refuge.

Brief History of Elevators
The functional “job-to-be-done” (1) of an elevator is simple: transport passengers and cargo
safely and quickly from one altitude to another.
Elevators have been part of human history as far back as the pyramids of ancient Egypt (2)
where the construction of large structures required the need to lift materials to greater heights than
men or women could lift without mechanical advantage. The Egyptians, Romans, Babylonians and
others had devised increasingly sophisticated rope and pulley systems, capstans and other hoists for
construction purposes, including evidence of elevator hoistway in the Roman Coliseum completed in
the year 80. The first counterweight, used to balance and counter-act the effects of gravity, did not
appear before 1670 and hoists were not widely applied to industry until 1830 (3). However, in general
elevators were not successful due their unreliability and lack of safety. Fraying rope and other
mechanical failures due to wear and excessive weight were common causes of dangerous accidents
which made factory owners reluctant to use elevators for cargo, and passenger use was all but
unthinkable. The use of levers, ropes and pulleys, and other lifting means continued to persist for
several centuries from ancient times to the modern era without many dramatic improvements until the
invention of the elevator safety brake. Elisha G. Otis invented the elevator safety brake in 1852, first
demonstrated it at the New York World’s Fair (see Figure 1) in 1853 (3) and it was patented in 1861
(see Figure 2).
Elisha’s invention took a simple flat-leaf spring from a cart and applied it to the roof of an
elevated hoist such that in the event of the hoist rope’s failure the tension in the spring would cause
shoes on either end of the spring to engage with notches carved in the guide rails at either end of the
hoist (see Figure 3). As dramatically demonstrated at the World’s Fair, if the rope was cut, the new
safety brake would engage and bring the hoist to an abrupt halt with the cargo and passenger “all
safe.” The invention of the safety brake quickly transformed an unreliable, little used industrial tool
into not only a viable means of transporting cargo, but also people. The first ever, safe commercial
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passenger elevator was installed in a department store owned by E.V. Haughwout and Co. on March
23, 1857.
With the commercial success of safe passenger elevators, architects and builders were able to
start constructing taller and taller buildings. Prime real estate in buildings and cities quickly moved
from the first few floors that were close to the building entry to the top floors and penthouses away
from the dust and clamor of the city street. The transformational breakthrough in elevator safety
became a catalyst for changing urban life and enabled an evolution in cities growing taller and taller
which continues today with the trend of mega-tall buildings.

Elevator Technology Drivers
Safety has always been core to advances in elevator technology. The competing benefits and
disadvantages of gravity and friction, continuous improvement in power management, building
materials and other factors have over time transformed elevators from devices primarily focused on
safety to a central component of any building and urban life.

Fight against Gravity
The art of elevatoring, or the method of moving people vertically through buildings (and cities),
is fundamentally about controlling gravity. The goal is to move people and goods up and down safely.
Gravity is both the elevator’s enemy and friend. Gravity must be overcome to move people safely
and smoothly and it can be harnessed through counterweights and other means for control and
energy savings.
In additions to constant enhancements to general elevator safety and safety brakes, much of
the early advances around elevators focus on propulsion technology. Steam engines in the 1850s
and 1860s (see Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7), hydraulic systems in the 1870s and the start of
electric motors in the 1890s installed at either the top of the elevator hoistway or the bottom of the
elevator pit powered elevators through an endless variety of arrangements and different layouts to
achieve higher rises, different building layout configurations and efficient vertical motion. Rotating
machinery and ropes, hydraulic pistons or the combination thereof created the upward force to pull or
push the passenger and cargo compartment up higher and higher and to safely and smoothly stop it
at its desired destination.
Improving propulsion technology allowed for the control of gravity, but increasing public
confidence in elevators allowed for widespread success. Advertisements from the time may show
the elevators industrial roots with a focus on machinery, but soon the luxurious elevator interiors (see
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Figure 8) are highlighted shifting the focus to passengers. Technology also allowed for elevators to
become part of the architectural intention of the building with banks of multiple elevators to transport
people. The Boreel Building in New York City is the first building to have a bank of hydraulic
elevators (see Figure 9) in 1878.

Controlling Friction
Acceleration and the propulsion up and down within a building is not the only concern of an
elevator system. The controlled deceleration and stopping of an elevator safely and smoothly is also
of paramount importance. Elisha’s invention, and the catalyst for the elevator industry, was not a
unique propulsion system but an elevator safety brake. The controlled use of friction both for
stopping an elevator and for propulsion is another theme that has governed the advancement of
elevator technology.
Traction elevators themselves are the balance of friction and the interface between the rope
(or belt) and the drive sheave, whether the “rope” is a hemp rope, steel cable or carbon-fiber
suspension member. In addition to the advancement in propulsion machinery, the evolution of roping
arrangements yields an additional series of inventions and innovations with one-to-one roping, two-toone roping, under-slung and over-slung and roped hydraulic arrangements appearing throughout the
latter half of the 19th century and into the beginning of the 20th century (see Figure 5 and Figure 10).
These improvements also provided benefits for passengers and architects with double-deck
elevators appearing in the 1930s which allow for the transport of significantly more people through a
building in one elevator shaft. Eventually, in the 1990s, systems where propulsion did not rely on
frictional interfaces were introduced with the first linear motor elevator system commercially offered
by Otis in Japan (4). This linear motor system, with the motor mounted on the counterweight is able
to reduce the complexities of controlling friction for propulsion, yet still retains the counterweight for
the advantages that working with gravity provide. Advancements in linear motors will eventually allow
for multiple elevator cars to travel simultaneously in individual hoistways (6).

Managing Power
Yet regardless of the means, propulsion and stopping are not the only concerns of an elevator
designer. Rotating machinery, whether powered by steam or electricity, or linear motors, all require
power. Careful management of that power is required both for the elevator system and the building
system as a whole.
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Innovations like the counterweight and two-to-one roping are advantageous not just for their
mechanical advantages, but they require lower overall power. Reduction of overall power allows
propulsion components to be smaller and more efficient, benefiting both the building owner and
architect in the overall footprint the elevator consumes and the long term operational cost of the
elevator. Linear motors may offer some benefits, but they require significantly higher amounts of
power than traditional means (4).
As the elevator is viewed in the large context of the building system and the city itself, the
overall power used, environmental impact and sustainability of the system must be considered.
Recent innovations in battery powered, solar and even hydrogen powered elevators (7, 8) show that
elevator systems must learn to coexist within the environment where they operate.

Building Construction, Materials & Core Space
An elevator system must operate within the context of the building, campus or city of which it is
part. Elevator systems must adapt to varying building construction methods and materials (concrete,
steel, timber, etc.). Steel construction in North America may yield different optimal configurations
than concrete construction or pre-fabricated buildings in Asia. Advancements in timber construction
for sustainability or seismic advantage will require elevators to innovate along with the building
material.
Beyond the physical interface between the elevator and the building, a key aspect any
architect must consider is core space and the overall percentage of rentable space that the elevator
system consumes within the building. Advancements like double-deck elevators and the ability to use
multiple cars in any hoistway allows for an increase in overall efficiency of the traffic flow through a
building while balancing increases in core space. Innovations that benefit both the elevator and the
building have always, and will continue to have, strong commercial pull.

Other Considerations
There are many considerations for elevator design that have influenced their history and their
current application. Propulsion technology, safety, the balance of gravity and friction, managing
power, construction and core space are some; however, these considerations focus on the functional
requirements and some economic requirements of the elevator system. If we broaden our
perspective to the social and emotional jobs-to-be-done several other considerations emerge.
One traditional example is ride quality. The quality of an elevator ride, i.e. the noise and
vibration experienced by passengers, is another area where technology has advanced steadily over
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the decades, providing smoother and quieter rides. However, smoother and quieter are not the only
goals that must be achieved. Social and ethnographic differences result in a variety of expectations
of what constitutes a “good ride”. Passengers in New York City may desire to feel the rush of moving
quickly further and further up in the building as they rise. Passengers in Tokyo, Japan may desire the
experience of leaving one space, entering the elevator and a moment later the doors open in an
entirely new space with little physical feeling of movement. Different expectations yield different
experiences and technology differences in how acceleration rates may be tuned. The list of potential
variation and personalization of elevator experiences is as diverse as the list of potential passengers.

Passenger Experience & Human Behavior
Passenger experience is the art and science of matching the elevator experience to the
expectations of the people riding the elevator. Passenger experience is a true human-machineinterface problem requiring not just advances in the machine technology but an understanding of
human behavior and the interaction between the two. The vision of passenger experience is to
provide a natural interaction with the building ecosystem for a safe, secured, efficient, convenient and
personalized experience. This may mean different things for different passengers. Residential
passengers may desire the elevator to be an extension of their living space. Hospitality passengers
may desire their stay and visit to be better than their home. Commercial passengers may desire an
efficient and secured journey that enhances their valuable time. In each case, the elevator system
and building ecosystem must continue to adapt beyond the functional “jobs-to-be-done” and rise to
the challenge of new social and emotional requirements.
For much of the early history of elevators, the experience was simple and very personal.
Passengers would communicate directly with elevator starters and operators who directed traffic,
opened and closed doors, entered destinations and controlled the movement of the elevator car.
Beyond the mechanics of operating the elevator, they also shared a personal connection with the
riding public, often greeting passengers, asking about their day and in the case of residents or repeat
tenants the operator knew not only who you were, but where you were going. Advances in
technology introducing finger-tip control (e.g. elevator buttons) in 1931 and the automatic door in
1948 slowly eliminated the need for an operator. The first-ever operator-less elevator was installed in
1950 at the Atlantic Refining Building in Dallas, Texas. Full automatic control, autotronic supervision
and operation followed in 1962 and numerous advances in elevator dispatching throughout the 20th
century slowly and steadily increased the overall efficiency of the elevator machine, yet with each
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advance, the personalized touch of the operator and natural interaction of connecting with and talking
to your vertical transportation provider was lost. (See Figure 12 for the historical evolution of
passenger experience.)
Technology may have advanced, yet the problems surrounding a natural interaction and
personalized experience have not gone away. Key themes of location (where is the passenger in
relation to the elevator?), intent (is the passenger ready to ride the elevator or leave the elevator?),
access and identity (is that passenger allowed to go to their desired destination?) and communication
(how does the machine interact with the passenger to communicate valuable information?) are
present in any passenger experience solution (see Figure 13). Passenger experience is not one
specific technology or component one can point to, yet the combination of several, and the systemseffect that yields better overall experiences for individuals and delivers efficient traffic flow for the
building population in general.

Emergence of New Connected Technologies
Many of the challenges in modern passenger experience are in providing the intuitive
interaction and behavior solutions that move the elevator industry back to the personalized
experience available with the operator more than 100 years ago. It is through the emergence of new
technologies and the application of connected and IoT technologies from other industries into the
elevator that much of this can be achieved (9).
The introduction of digital interaction technology such as smartphones, wearables, video
analytics and other sensors, as well as the improvement of physical human interfaces (e.g. buttons
moving to touchscreens), will greatly improve intuitive behavior.
These technologies can be combined and introduced to address key pain points of the riding
public working to lower anxiety, improve convenience and increase efficiency. The ability of
passengers to feel safe and trust equipment reliability, not wait and get to their destination faster, and
travel in a secured comfortable personalized space are becoming of paramount importance to
elevator technology well beyond the physics-based problems previously described.

Challenges of Mega-Tall Buildings
The increasing height of buildings and the desire for the population to live and work at higher
altitudes above the ground amplify all of the challenges previously discussed. Propulsion systems
must be devised to not only carry increasing duty loads of passengers and cargos, but fairly quickly in
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high rise buildings the weight of the ropes and suspension members outweighs the desired movable
mass. Safety and braking technology that works well at low speeds must combat increasingly high
forces, thermal loads and more demanding friction environments. Physically moving larger and larger
elevator machinery to the top of the building during construction and providing power to those
machines throughout the life of the building are also monumental challenges both for the elevator and
the building itself. All of the challenges in elevator design, from ride quality to seismic concerns,
become individual parameters that must be considered and optimized, in addition to new unique
issues. New challenges like the sway of the building itself due to wind begin to emerge. The
passenger experience challenges also increase dramatically with larger, more complex buildings.

Building Traffic, Lobbies & Layouts
Passenger experience can be viewed in the context of individuals and larger populations.
Where low rise residential buildings may be concerned with specific personalized experiences for a
few tenants, tall buildings and their operators must balance the experience of a few people with the
concerns of efficiently moving large populations of people efficiently through lobbies, sky-lobbies and
the buildings themselves.
The full journey map of entrance into a mega-tall building reveals several steps (see Figure
14). Passengers must be considered not just as they ride the elevator, but as they enter the building,
traverse the lobby and approach the elevator system itself. The potentially competing experiences of
seamless elevator use and robust security must be balanced via access control. Seamless
integration of the elevator system with security is possible, as demonstrated at 7 World Trade Center,
where presentation of credentials at turnstiles automatically calls the elevator within milliseconds of
entry before passenger walk the 45 meter journey to board the elevator.
Elevator travel in taller buildings can be enhanced by faster, smoother rides; however, the
requirements on the propulsion system that mandate the use of sky-lobbies translates into the total
journey being broken into multiple trips. Sky-lobbies allow for elevator hoistways to be shorter than
the entire rise of the building; however, the momentary pause for the passenger is an opportunity to
increase confusion and slow the passenger down from reaching their final destination.
Destination dispatching systems were introduced by multiple elevator companies at the turn of
the 21st century in large part to increase building efficiency and improve traffic flow. By entering the
final destination (“I want to go to Floor 72”) on the building landing, rather than entering first an “up”
call and then “Floor 72” inside the elevator cab, the dispatching algorithms can intelligently group
passengers, route them to the appropriate car and improve the overall dispatching efficiency of the
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building. Destination dispatching systems also introduced a transformational passenger experience,
similar to the replacement of the operator with buttons. Recognition of a shift in paradigm where the
elevator knows information about the passenger’s intent earlier in the journey allows not only for
optimization of the machine but improvements to the experience.
Destination dispatching systems have mathematical advantages over traditional up/down
dispatching in taller buildings; however, it is the possibility of unique experiences that also will
increasingly play a role as buildings continue to grow taller. The ability for the elevator to
automatically recognize individuals, call the elevator and adapt to where they are going in the building
from day-to-day becomes a large benefit in more complex buildings. Imagine a day when
passengers can easily pass through the sky-lobby and the elevator system will adapt to where they
want to go and when they want to get there even if they are in a rush or stop to chat with a colleague
or grab coffee.
Mega-tall building lobbies and their layout configuration must adapt to the natural flow of
people, the behaviors that are created by the amenities provided and desired outcomes of the
architects and elevator designers. Double-deck and super-double-deck elevators may be utilized to
move larger populations throughout buildings, but they can also be used to segment populations and
ferry people to different locations or neighborhoods within the building. The introduction of multiple
cars in elevator hoistways not only changes the elevator technology, but also provides a dramatic
change to the experience of riding an elevator, mandating changes to how elevators communicate
with individuals who become more like the passengers of vertical trains.

Evacuation & Refuge
Experiences upon entry to a building may be of primary importance during the morning uppeak as office workers arrive or in the evening as residential passengers return home; however, interfloor traffic and egress from the building are also of importance. Optimal dispatching and experiences
can be tuned to different situations, regardless of the size of the building; however, evacuation and
egress of mega-tall buildings is of special concern.
Historical practice of evacuating any building precipitates the use of stairwells for safe
evacuation. With increasingly tall buildings and the need to move larger populations of people the
use of the elevators for evacuation is preferable to stairs or refuge spaces. Newer versions of the
International Building Code (IBC) provide incentives for using elevators in Occupant Evacuation
Operation (OEO) for any building over 420 feet in height (10). Elevators and linked signage
throughout the building can now be used to safely direct passengers to the optimal and safest route
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to evacuate the building or find safe refuge. The elevator passenger experience can be enhanced
not just for personalization but also for safety.

Conclusion
IoT, advances in connectivity, ubiquitous smartphones and other new digital technologies offer
enormous opportunities for interpersonal communication and improvements at a time when how
passengers move vertically through cities may be more important than how they move horizontally.
The complex demands of urban living make it increasingly imperative to apply a sophisticated
approach to the behavioral aspects of the passenger experience.
The challenges of mega-tall buildings amplify all aspects of elevator design both for technology
and experience. There is a need to balance the design and construction of buildings and vertical
transportation systems with improvements for people that fundamentally change behavior to lower
anxiety, increase convenience and improve efficiency. The goal should be to provide a natural
interaction with the building ecosystem for a safe, secured, efficient, convenient and personalized
experience, balancing advances in elevator and building performance with enhancing passenger
experience and providing a delightful ride every time.
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Figures

Figure 1 New York City World's Fair Demonstration (Crystal Palace May, 1854) (11)
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Figure 2 Elisha Otis's First Patent (USPTO #31,128)
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Figure 3 Innovative Elevator Technology (circa 1850s)
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Figure 4 Elisha Otis's First Elevator Advertisement (1855) (11)
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Figure 5 Innovative Elevator Technologies (circa 1860s to 1910s)
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Figure 6 Otis Brothers Advertisement (circa 1860s) (11)
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Figure 7 General Arrangement of Otis Steam Elevator System (1868) (11)
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Figure 8 Lord & Taylor Department Store (1870) (11)
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Figure 9 Boreel Building (1878) (11)
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Figure 10 Innovative Elevator Technologies (circa 1920s to 1970s)
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Figure 11 Innovative Elevator Technologies (circa 1980s to 2000s)
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Figure 12 Historical Evolution of Passenger Experience (11)
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Figure 13 Passenger Experience Key Themes
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Figure 14 Passenger Experience Generic Journey Map for Entry to a Tall Building
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